Faculty

- Abrams: empirical economics, patents
- Dahl: IP, Detkin Clinic
- A. Hoffman: health law, bioethics
- D. Hoffman: contracts, law and technology
- Hovenkamp: antitrust, IP
- Hurwitz: telecommunications law, cybersecurity, antitrust
- Parchomovsky: IP, property, information law
- Rothman: IP, first amendment, entertainment/media law
- Wagner: IP, cyberlaw
- Wilkinson-Ryan: contracts, law and psychology
- Yoo: Internet, antitrust, privacy, IP
Subject Matter Areas

• Antitrust
• Intellectual Property
• Entertainment and Media Law
• Internet and Privacy Law
• Emerging Technologies
• Health and Life Sciences Law
Select Courses

- Copyright
- Antitrust
- Property
- Privacy and Racial Justice
- Cybercrime
- IP & Corporate Lawyering
- Law of Autonomous Vehicles
- Social Media Law
- Introduction to IP Law & Policy
- Privacy Law
- Internet Law
- Patent Law
- Trademarks
- Antitrust: Mergers, IP, Vertical Restraints
- Patent Litigation
- IP and Nat’l Econ. Value Creation
• Faculty-led seminar in the fall
• Symposium and editing in the spring
• 2023 Topic: Antitrust Regulation of Digital Platforms
• Past topics:
  • Links Between Copyright-Patent Law
  • Smart Contracts in the Digital Era
  • Role of the State in Innovation Policy
  • Innovation in a Time of Crisis
  • Space and Satellite Law
• Collaboration with CTIC faculty
• Substantive interaction with authors
• Opportunity also to be member of other journals
Detkin Intellectual Property & Technology Legal Clinic

• Immereses students in a transactional interdisciplinary IP law practice

• Provides *pro bono* transactional patent, copyright, trademark, trade secret, and privacy law services to individuals, non-profit, and for-profit clients in technology, science and the arts
Credit-Bearing Supervised Programs

• Law Without Walls
  • International simulation contest to solve legal problems
  • Teams of law, engineering, and business students
• IronTech Lawyer (Georgetown)
  • Tech solutions to real problems
  • Interdisciplinary teams
• Keiretsu Forum (angel investment group)
  • Attend meetings with investors to evaluate proposals
  • Conduct and report on due diligence
• Partners of Entrepreneurial Engineering and Penn Law (PEEPL)
  • Development of simulated business pitches for venture capitalists
  • Teams of law and engineering students
Semester-Long Opportunities

• Penn Center for Innovation – Tech transfer office at Penn; deals/contracts to commercialize innovation
• Wistar Institute – nonprofit, biomedical research institute
• Internet Society (Geneva/Reston, VA) – Internet governance
• Electronic Frontier Foundation (SF) – nonprofit focusing on digital privacy, free speech, and innovation
• ACLU of Northern California – Technology and Civil Liberties Fellowship
Other Innovative Courses & Programs

• Patent Law – flipped classroom
• Patent Law – Appellate Advocacy/Giles S. Rich Moot Court
• First Amendment and Media Law Diversity Moot Court
• LLM IP & Technology Law Concentration
• Patent Litigation – Judge Kent Jordan (3d Cir.)
• FinTech Challenge
• Variety of electives
Joint Degrees and Scholarships

• JD/Master of Science in Engineering (MSE)
• JD/Master of Computing and Information Technology (MCIT) [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2WslHNhMqq](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o2WslHNhMqq)
• Certificate in Engineering Entrepreneurship
• CTIC Interdisciplinary Scholarships

Jessie Levin JD/MCIT‘25
Summer Public Interest Fellowships

• NASA
• Federal Communications Commission
• American Antitrust Institute
• Electronic Frontier Foundation
• Public Knowledge
• Berkman Klein Center
• DOJ, Antitrust Division

• International Intellectual Property Institute
• Wistar Institute
• White House Office of Science and Technology Policy
• Securities and Exchange Commission, Cyber Investigations
• National Institute for Standards and Technology
Internships in Law & Technology

- LinkedIn
- AT&T
- Spotify
- Salesforce
- Oracle
- Autodesk
- Microsoft
- Google Policy
- Comcast/NBC Universal
- Disney/Marvel
- eBay Policy
- U.S. Patent & Trademark Office
- Internet Society
- ACLU
- Software Freedom Law Center
Ongoing Student Events

• Monthly programs on current issues in law & technology
  • Antitrust and Big Tech
  • Hot Topics in Privacy Law
  • Patent, Copyright, and Trademark events
  • Communications Law and Policy
  • Blockchain: Hope or Hype
• Monthly career speakers
• *Journal of Law & Innovation* Symposium
• Events cosponsored with student organizations
Upcoming Events

• September 8: Economics of Digital Services Research Symposium
• September 13: On Mergers and Workers, Labor Market Aspects of the Proposed U.S. Merger with Penn Program on Regulation
• September 20: Career Speaker: Brad Newberg L’97, Copyright Claims Board
• September 21: Launch of AI and Climate Change Series with Penn Program on Regulation, David Rolnick (McGill University and Mila-Quebec AI Institute) *Tackling Climate Change with Machine Learning*
• September 26: Current & Emerging Issues in Intellectual Property, Technology and Entertainment & Media Law
• October 11: Emerging Issues Around Name, Image and Likeness with ILE
• November: Career Speaker Panel, Perkins Coie Venture Capital Group
• February 2: *Journal of Law & Innovation* Symposium
Research Opportunities

• 1 World Connected (connecting the unconnected)
• AI and Law Lab
• Antitrust and digital platforms/economics of digital services
• Penn Algowatch initiative (algorithmic discrimination)
• Internet routing security
• Empirics of patent law
• Private law theory and IP
• Right of publicity
• Trademark
Annual Faculty Events

• Computer Science and Law Roundtable
• Copyright Scholarship Roundtable
• Trademark Scholarship Roundtable
• Global Patent Law Conf. (Tokyo)
• Junior Faculty Forum on Law-STEM
• Economics of Digital Services Research Symposium
Student Organizations

- PIPG (Penn Intellectual Property Group)
- Journal of Law & Innovation
- PENN LAW | STEM CLUB
- PCLAA (Penn Carey Law Antitrust Association)
Contact Us

- Professor Yoo: esyoo@law.upenn.edu
- Professor Wagner: pwagner@law.upenn.edu
- Professor Dahl: dahl@law.upenn.edu
- Professor Hurwitz: ghurwitz@law.upenn.edu
- Amanda Aranoff: aramanda@law.upenn.edu
- CTIC Managing Director: cmolson@law.upenn.edu
- CTIC Director of Communications: ekenney2@law.upenn.edu
- CTIC:ctic@pennlaw.upenn.edu
- Follow us on X: @PCL_CTIC
- Visit us at www.pennCTIC.org
• AI Foresight Initiative: alecjw@penncareylaw.upenn.edu
• Entertainment and Sports Law Society (ESLS) dtusa@pennlaw.upenn.edu; glange@pennlaw.upenn.edu
• Internet, Tech and Society Collective (ITSC): eliu99@penncareylaw.upenn.edu
• Journal of Law & Innovation (JLI): amarikwa@pennlaw.upenn.edu; sirivolu@pennlaw.upenn.edu
• Penn Carey Law Antitrust Association (PCLAA): mbredb@penncareylaw.upenn.edu
• Penn Intellectual Property Group (PIPG): aegibson@pennlaw.upenn.edu; ehiggi@pennlaw.upenn.edu
• STEM Club: sbarbosa@penncareylaw.upenn.edu; sroling@law.upenn.edu
• Partners of Entrepreneurial Engineering and Penn Law (not available on 9/6: mdiazcor@pennlaw.upenn.edu; zcaiying@penncareylaw.upenn.edu